Aerate or Power Rake turf before you spray or spread weed killers, pesticides, insecticides

Both aerating and power raking open turf so chemicals get into the soil or surface mat faster. You'll also get better chemical coverage... lose less in the air... lose less to run-off from watering or sprinkling. You benefit—and your customers get the double benefit of aerating or power raking plus chemical control!
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**W & T Mailbox**

**Spider Mites in N. Y.**

One of my first reactions to Vol. 3, No. 1 of *Weeds and Turf* was to write and convey my interest in it as a separate publication. By chance there is in this number an article (p. 17) regarding mites. I thought you would be interested in the situation here in New York.

I refer to the remarks by Hantsberger regarding spider mites. In New York, there are quite a number of spider mite species and eriophyid mites affecting ornamentals. The most troublesome generally is the spruce mite, but many others are serious.

Generally, we have found that malathion is a good mite deterrent, but that it cannot compare with most acaricides in effectiveness of control. In New York, results have been best with Kelthane, Tedion, chlorbenzilate, and very good with Aramite, ovex, Mitox, and Genite. This has been true generally on all woody ornamentals except roses. We do not have a resistance problem to date, which is fortunate.

John A. Weidhaas
Assistant Professor of Entomology
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
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Glad to Have W&T

A magazine like *Weeds and Turf* has long been needed for this specialized field, and I am glad to see Trade Magazines, Inc., take the initiative, and especially elated to see such a splendid job done. Rarely does a magazine arouse me to the extent that I want a subscription, but in the case of *Weeds and Turf* it did just that. Keep up the good work.

Donald J. Arenberg
Agronomist and Lawn Disease Specialist
Green Lawn Laboratories, Inc.
Skokie, Ill.
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**GOODNESS GRASSIOUS**

IT'S THE FINEST GRASS WHEN PLANTED TO OREGON GROWN FINE LEAF RED fescues

UNEXCELSLED IN THE SHADE

FOR VIGOROUS USE IN
★ HOME LAWNS
★ HIGHWAYS
★ GOLF COURSES
★ PARKS
★ CEMETERIES
★ PLAYGROUNDS
★ ATHLETIC FIELDS
★ CAMP SITES

Widely Adapted For Straight Plantings
Or As a Basic Grass In Better Lawn Mixes

ASK FOR THEM BY VARIETY NAME

- CHEWINGS
- RAINIER
- ILLAHEE
- PENN-LAWN

OREGON FINE FESCUE COMMISSION

605 Weatherly Bldg. Portland 14, Ore.

Sample packets available on request.
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*Weeds and Turf* welcomes expressions of opinions from its readers. Send ideas and comments briefly as possible to Charles D. Webb, Editor, *Weeds and Turf*, 1900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, 44115.